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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

We studied a suite of mantle xenoliths carried by Cenozoic volcanism in the Borborema Province, NE Brazil. These xenoliths sample a subcontinental lithospheric mantle affected by multiple continental convergence and rifting events since the Archean. Equilibrium temperatures indicate a rather hot geotherm, implying a ca. 80 km thick lithosphere. Most xenoliths have coarse-granular and coarse-porphyroclastic microstructures, recording variable degrees of annealing following deformation. The high annealing degree and equilibrated pyroxene shapes in coarse-granular peridotites equilibrated at ~900°C indicate that the last deformation event that affected these peridotites is several hundreds of Ma old. Coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites equilibrated at 950–1100°C probably record younger (Cretaceous?) deformation in the deep lithospheric mantle. In addition, a few xenoliths show fine-porphyroclastic microstructures and equilibrium temperatures ≥1200°C, which imply recent deformation, probably related to the dykes that fed the Cenozoic volcanism. Chemical and microstructural evidence for reactive percolation of melts is widespread. Variation in textural and chemical equilibrium among samples implies multiple melt percolation events well spaced in time (from Neoproterozoic or older to Cenozoic). Crystal preferred orientations of olivine and pyroxenes point to deformation controlled by dislocation creep with dominant activation of the [100](010) and [001]{0kl} slip systems in olivine and pyroxenes, respectively, for all microstructures. Comparison of xenoliths’ seismic properties to SKS splitting data in the nearby RCBR station together with the equilibrated microstructures in the low-temperature xenoliths point to coupled crust-mantle deformation in the Neoproterozoic (Brazillian) continental-scale shear zones, which is still preserved in the shallow lithospheric mantle. This implies limited reworking of the lithospheric mantle in response to extension during the opening of the Equatorial Atlantic in the Cretaceous, which in the present sampling is restricted to the base of the lithosphere.

1. Introduction

Continental plates have long-lived histories. They are usually composed by crustal domains with varied tectonic ages and tectonic reworking is a common feature in crustal exposures. Yet, major tectonic events such as convergence, collision, and rifting involve the entire plate, not only the crust. By consequence, large volumes of the sub-continental lithospheric mantle must have been affected by a succession of tectono-thermal events (cf. reviews in Tommasi and Vauchez, 2015; Vauchez et al., 2012). In addition, during orogenic events, the strain regime frequently changes across the belt, with contiguous crustal domains recording transcurrent motions and thrusting for instance. However, the level of coupling between crust and mantle deformations during major tectonic episodes is still matter of debate.

Comparison between SKS splitting data and crustal structures points to coherent kinematics, implying at least partial coupling between the crust and the mantle in many orogenic belts (Tikoff et al., 2004). As recognized since the early times of seismic anisotropy measurements (e.g., Vauchez and Nicolas, 1991), crust-mantle coupling is well documented beneath large-scale strike slip faults and transpressional belts, such as the San Andreas fault (Bonnin et al., 2012) or the Pyrenees, the Appalachians, and the neoproterozoic Ribeira-Araçuaí belt of SE Brazil (cf. review in Vauchez et al., 2012). In contrast, in collisional domains submitted to large amounts of thickening, like the Alps and the
Southern Tibet, or in active continental rifts, such as the East African rift system, polarization directions of fast split SKS or SKKS waves are usually parallel to the trend of the belts or rifts, but at high angle to the lineations marking flow directions in the ductile crust and to the slip directions in active faults (e.g., Barruol et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2015; Hammond et al., 2014). This suggests at least partial decoupling between the crust and lithospheric mantle (Tommasi et al., 1999).

However, seismic anisotropy data only offer indirect information on the present-day structure of the upper mantle. Moreover, unless a variety of methods based on waves with different incidence angles and propagation directions are employed, localizing vertically the source of the anisotropy remains difficult. Analysis of mantle xenoliths, which are mantle fragments carried to the surface by volcanic episodes, allows for direct sampling of the lithospheric mantle. This sampling is imperfect: it is discontinuous, non-oriented, and focused along the magmatic conduits. Nevertheless, the characterization of the xenoliths' microstructures and associated crystal preferred orientations, as well as of their chemical compositions and mineralogy, allows determining the relative deformation, annealing, and petrological (partial melting, re-active melt transport, solid-state reequilibration) history, even if no absolute dating is possible. Coupling petrophysical analyses on mantle xenoliths to seismological data may therefore allow constraining the deformation history of the lithospheric mantle and hence discussing crust-mantle coupling during major tectonic events.

In this article, we present a petrostructural study of peridotite xenoliths entrained by Cenozoic volcanism in NE Brazil. Based on these data and on published SKS splitting measurements (Assumpção et al., 2011; Bastow et al., 2015), we try to unravel the tectono-thermal evolution of the continental lithospheric mantle in this region, which has been affected by multiple collisional and extensional episodes since the Archean. Analysis of the presently outcropping crustal structures highlights a series of tectono-magmatic episodes, among which the most important and recent ones are: (i) extensive intraplate deformation in a convergent setting, which produced a continental-scale system of strike-slip shear zones and transpressional belts accommodating lateral escape of this domain during the formation of the Gondwana and (ii) extension, localized in a series of intracratonic basins, during the early stages of the opening of the Equatorial Atlantic.

2. Geological and geophysical background

2.1. Evolution of the Northern Borborema Province (NBP)

The analysis of the crustal rocks outcropping in the Northern Borborema Province (NBP) points to a complex tectonic evolution, which probably started in the Archean, as indicated by U-Pb ages ranging from 3.4 to 2.7 Ga recorded in the São José Massif (Souza et al., 2016), ca. 100 km to the east of the study area, and in smaller nuclei elsewhere in the province. Between 2.1 and 2.4 Ga, a major crust formation event produced ca. 50% of the present-day outcropping rocks (Hollanda et al., 2011; Souza et al., 2016). The tectonic setting for this extensive magmatic activity is discussed, but isotopic data indicates significant recycling of pre-existing crustal material (Hollanda et al., 2011).

The Meso- to Neoproterozoic evolution of the Borborema Province is characterized by a series of failed intracratonic rift forming episodes. At 1.8–1.9 Ga, the Orós and Jaguariibe volcano-sedimentary basins formed to the west of the study area (Fig. 1). This localized extension was accompanied by intrusion of small volumes of alkaline granites and anorthosites elsewhere in the province, which lasted until 1.75 Ga (Sa et al., 1995; Hollanda et al., 2011). At 1–0.9 Ga, extension affected the central Borborema Province (Santos et al., 2016; van Schmus et al., 2008). A last extensional episode in the Neoproterozoic affected most of the province. I, formed the Seridó basin within the study area (Fig. 1). The youngest sedimentation in this basin occurred at ~630–615 Ma, but early sedimentation may be as old as 1.8 Ga (Hollanda et al., 2015), suggesting an early rifting episode simultaneous with the formation of the Orós and Jaguariibe basins.

The major tectono-magmatic episode that affected the Borborema Province, shaping its present-day geology, is, however, the compressional Brasiliano event between 595 and 540 Ma (e.g., Neves, 2003; Archanjo et al., 2008, 2013; Viegas et al., 2014). This event resulted in extensive tectono-thermal reworking of the province through the formation of a continental-scale transient shear zone system (the Borborema shear zone system, Vauchez et al., 1995), transpressional inversion of the Proterozoic metasedimentary basins, and widespread emplacement of granitoids (Fig. 1). The granitoids geochemistry indicates a dominant component of crustal reworking (Neves, 2003; Souza et al., 2016), implying an intraplate setting for the Brasiliano deformation, with a possible convergent plate boundary > 500 km to the NW from the study area (e.g., Caby et al., 1991; Ancelmi et al., 2015). The complex network of anastomosing E-W and NE-SW trending ductile dextral strike-slip shear zones, some up to 25 km wide, and transpressional belts deformed under high temperature, low pressure conditions, which compose the Borborema shear zone system, is therefore the expression of strain localization in an intraplate setting controlled by large-scale intraplate rheological heterogeneities (the basins) in response to the convergence between São Francisco, Amazonian, and West African cratons during the construction of the Gondwana (Tommasi et al., 1995). This shear zone system allowed for tectonic extrusion of the Borborema Province towards the NE (Gonade de Araujo et al., 2014, 2016), that is, towards the Saharan province, which, like the Borborema, had been weakened by tectono-magmatic activity during the Meso- and Neooproterozoic.

In the early Cretaceous, the Borborema province experienced regional extension before rifting localized at the present location of the equatorial Atlantic Ocean (Darros de Matos, 1999). Structures associated with these early stages of rifting in the northern Borborema Province include several intracratonic basins or aborted rifts and a large tholeiitic dyke swarm. The basins formed as NW-SE trending asymmetric grabens (e.g., Potiguar, Rio do Peixe, Araripe in Fig. 1) controlled by reactivation of the Brasiliano shear zones (Darros de Matos, 1999; Castro et al., 2007, 2012; Marques et al., 2014). They contain dominantly continental sediments of fluvialite and lacustrine origin, which attain thicknesses of 2000 m, deposited between 145 and 125 Ma. The Potiguar basin is the best developed among these basins; its offshore domain is the only one involved in the final opening of the Atlantic. The Ceará-Mirim dyke swarm is a > 350 km-long tholeiitic dyke swarm with a dominantly E-W trend that rotates to NE-SW at the southern termination of the Potiguar basin (Fig. 1). The dykes have ages between 135 Ma and 120 Ma (Hollanda et al., 2018 and references therein). Their emplacement is therefore synchronous to the formation of the intracratonic basins. Geochemical data points to primary magmas formed by melting of an enriched mantle (EMI ± FOZO isotopic signatures) at shallow depths (< 90 km; Njonge et al., 2016a).

The Cenozoic is characterized by a long-lived, but small-volume alkaline volcanism (both onshore and offshore), tectonic inversion of the Mesozoic intracratonic basins, and uplift of the Borborema Plateau. The entire Borborema Province sits nowadays on average at ~800 m above the Precambrian basement. Analysis of river profiles implies that most uplift occurred within the last 30 Ma (Tribaldos et al., 2017), but earlier events may have occurred (Marques et al., 2014; Nogueira et al., 2015). The present day crustal thickness of 30–35 km implies some degree of sub-lithospheric support for the uplift. The offshore Cenozoic volcanism forms an E-W volcanic alignment with a possibly convergent plate boundary > 500 km to the NW from the Precambrian basement. Analysis of river profiles implies that most uplift occurred within the last 30 Ma (Tribaldos et al., 2017), but earlier events may have occurred (Marques et al., 2014; Nogueira et al., 2015). The present day crustal thickness of 30–35 km implies some degree of sub-lithospheric support for the uplift. The offshore Cenozoic volcanism forms an E-W volcanic alignment with a possibly convergent plate boundary > 500 km to the NW from the Precambrian basement. Analysis of river profiles implies that most uplift occurred within the last 30 Ma (Tribaldos et al., 2017), but earlier events may have occurred (Marques et al., 2014; Nogueira et al., 2015). The present day crustal thickness of 30–35 km implies some degree of sub-lithospheric support for the uplift. The offshore Cenozoic volcanism forms an E-W volcanic alignment with a possibly convergent plate boundary > 500 km to the NW from the Precambrian basement. Analysis of river profiles implies that most uplift occurred within the last 30 Ma (Tribaldos et al., 2017), but earlier events may have occurred (Marques et al., 2014; Nogueira et al., 2015). The present day crustal thickness of 30–35 km implies some degree of sub-lithospheric support for the uplift. The offshore Cenozoic volcanism forms an E-W volcanic alignment with a possibly convergent plate boundary > 500 km to the NW from the Precambrian basement. Analysis of river profiles implies that most uplift occurred within the last 30 Ma (Tribaldos et al., 2017), but earlier events may have occurred (Marques et al., 2014; Nogueira et al., 2015). The present day crustal thickness of 30–35 km implies some degree of sub-lithospheric support for the uplift. The offshore Cenozoic volcanism forms an E-W volcanic alignment with a possibly convergent plate boundary > 500 km to the NW from the Precambrian basement. Analysis of river profiles implies that most uplift occurred within the last 30 Ma (Tribaldos et al., 2017), but earlier events may have occurred (Marques et al., 2014; Nogueira et al., 2015). The present day crustal thickness of 30–35 km implies some degree of sub-lithospheric support for the uplift. The offshore Cenozoic volcanism forms an E-W volcanic alignment with a possibly convergent plate boundary > 500 km to the NW from the Precambrian basement. Analysis of river profiles implies that most uplift occurred within the last 30 Ma (Tribaldos et al., 2017), but earlier events may have occurred (Marques et al., 2014; Nogueira et al., 2015). The present day crustal thickness of 30–35 km implies some degree of sub-lithospheric support for the uplift. The offshore Cenozoic volcanism forms an E-W volcanic alignment with a possibly convergent plate boundary > 500 km to the NW from the Precambrian basement. Analysis of river profiles implies that most uplift occurred within the last 30 Ma (Tribaldos et al., 2017), but earlier events may have occurred (Marques et al., 2014; Nogueira et al., 2015).
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Alignment (MQA, Fig. 1). Emplacement ages range between 52 Ma and 7 Ma, with two peaks around 26–29 Ma and 7–9 Ma and no clear age progression along the MQA (Souza et al., 2003; Silveira, 2006; Knesel et al., 2011).

The Macau volcanics that entrained the studied mantle xenoliths (Fig. 1) erupted onto metasediments from the Neoproterozoic Seridó belt or Mesoproterozoic gneisses that form their basement. In the study area, the Brasiliain event is recorded by multiple NE-SW shear zones, which branch off from the E-W Patos shear zone in the south, by transectualional structures in the Seridó belt, and by intrusion of granitoids. The Cretaceous Ceará-Mirim dyke swarm crosses the study area with an E-W trend and the Potiguar basin outcrops north of it (Fig. 1).

2.2. Geophysical data

P-wave receiver functions, deep seismic refraction experiments, and surface-wave dispersion data indicate that the crust thickness varies from 30–32 km in the northern Borborema Province to 36–38 km in the southern part of the province (Oliveira and Medeiros, 2012; Almeida et al., 2011). These studies establish the Patos, Pernambuco, and Jaguariúba shear zones as major structures, which splay off from the Transbrasiliano Lineament, separating four crustal blocks with different geophysical characteristics: the Southern, the Transversal, the Ceará, and the Rio Grande do Norte domains. The studied xenoliths sample the mantle beneath the Rio Grande do Norte domain, which is delimited by the Jaguariúba and Patos shear zones to the west and south, and by the Atlantic Ocean to the north and east. This domain is characterized by strong magnetic contrasts with E-W or NNE trends, correlated with the outcropping Brasiliano structures (Fig. 1c).

Gravity and magnetic data illuminate the structure of the upper crust in the Borborema province (Oliveira and Medeiros, 2018). These data establish the Patos, Pernambuco, and Jaguariúba shear zones as major structures, which splay off from the Transbrasiliano Lineament, separating four crustal blocks with different geophysical characteristics: the Southern, the Transversal, the Ceará, and the Rio Grande do Norte domains. The studied xenoliths sample the mantle beneath the Rio Grande do Norte domain, which is delimited by the Jaguariúba and Patos shear zones to the west and south, and by the Atlantic Ocean to the north and east. This domain is characterized by strong magnetic contrasts with E-W or NNE trends, correlated with the outcropping Brasiliano structures (Fig. 1c).

Gravity and magnetic data illuminate the structure of the upper crust in the Borborema province (Oliveira and Medeiros, 2018). These data establish the Patos, Pernambuco, and Jaguariúba shear zones as major structures, which splay off from the Transbrasiliano Lineament, separating four crustal blocks with different geophysical characteristics: the Southern, the Transversal, the Ceará, and the Rio Grande do Norte domains. The studied xenoliths sample the mantle beneath the Rio Grande do Norte domain, which is delimited by the Jaguariúba and Patos shear zones to the west and south, and by the Atlantic Ocean to the north and east. This domain is characterized by strong magnetic contrasts with E-W or NNE trends, correlated with the outcropping Brasiliano structures (Fig. 1c).

Gravity and magnetic data illuminate the structure of the upper crust in the Borborema province (Oliveira and Medeiros, 2018). These data establish the Patos, Pernambuco, and Jaguariúba shear zones as major structures, which splay off from the Transbrasiliano Lineament, separating four crustal blocks with different geophysical characteristics: the Southern, the Transversal, the Ceará, and the Rio Grande do Norte domains. The studied xenoliths sample the mantle beneath the Rio Grande do Norte domain, which is delimited by the Jaguariúba and Patos shear zones to the west and south, and by the Atlantic Ocean to the north and east. This domain is characterized by strong magnetic contrasts with E-W or NNE trends, correlated with the outcropping Brasiliano structures (Fig. 1c).

Gravity and magnetic data illuminate the structure of the upper crust in the Borborema province (Oliveira and Medeiros, 2018). These data establish the Patos, Pernambuco, and Jaguariúba shear zones as major structures, which splay off from the Transbrasiliano Lineament, separating four crustal blocks with different geophysical characteristics: the Southern, the Transversal, the Ceará, and the Rio Grande do Norte domains. The studied xenoliths sample the mantle beneath the Rio Grande do Norte domain, which is delimited by the Jaguariúba and Patos shear zones to the west and south, and by the Atlantic Ocean to the north and east. This domain is characterized by strong magnetic contrasts with E-W or NNE trends, correlated with the outcropping Brasiliano structures (Fig. 1c).

Gravity and magnetic data illuminate the structure of the upper crust in the Borborema province (Oliveira and Medeiros, 2018). These data establish the Patos, Pernambuco, and Jaguariúba shear zones as major structures, which splay off from the Transbrasiliano Lineament, separating four crustal blocks with different geophysical characteristics: the Southern, the Transversal, the Ceará, and the Rio Grande do Norte domains. The studied xenoliths sample the mantle beneath the Rio Grande do Norte domain, which is delimited by the Jaguariúba and Patos shear zones to the west and south, and by the Atlantic Ocean to the north and east. This domain is characterized by strong magnetic contrasts with E-W or NNE trends, correlated with the outcropping Brasiliano structures (Fig. 1c).
observed under the microscope, in particular close to the borders, in many samples. In addition, some xenoliths have pyroxenes with spongy borders, indicative of limited partial melting during extraction. These domains were carefully avoided during microprobe analyses. They were sometimes included in the EBSD analyses, but affect weakly the results because of their small area.

3.2. Electron-backscattered diffraction (EBSD) data acquisition and treatment

Petrostructural analyses were performed on all samples. Crystallographic preferred orientations (CPOs) of olivine, pyroxenes, and spinel were measured by indexing of electron-backscattered diffraction patterns in the SEM-EBSD facility at Geosciences Montpellier, France. Data acquisition was performed using a JEOL JSM 5600 scanning electron microscope with 17kV acceleration voltage and 24 mm working distance. We performed EBSD mapping over the entire thin section (areas ≥ 2 × 3 cm²) with step sizes between 14 μm and 35 μm, depending on grain size. Indexation rates varied between 84% and 97%. Non-indexed points correspond mainly to fractures. During post-acquisition data treatment, we eliminated inaccurate indexing points (MAD > 1.3° and wild spikes), corrected for rare olivine pseudo-symmetry misindexing, and filled up non-indexed pixels with at least 6 coherent neighboring measurements with the average of the neighbors’ orientations.

The CPO data analysis, that is, the calculation of the orientation distribution functions (ODF) and of the misorientations, the computation of the strength and symmetry of the olivine CPO, the plotting of pole figures, and the quantification of the microstructure (grains' size, shape, and orientation), was performed using the MTEX toolbox in Matlab (http://mtex-toolbox.github.io/; Hielscher and Schaeben, 2008; Bachmann et al., 2010; Bachmann et al., 2011). The ODFs were

Table 1

Microstructures, modal compositions, thermometry, and bulk rock Mg# of Macau volcanics peridotite xenoliths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Rock type</th>
<th>Microstructure</th>
<th>Modal compositions (%)</th>
<th>Thermometry (°C)</th>
<th>Bulk rock Mg#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ol</td>
<td>opx</td>
<td>cpx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA07</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Lz</td>
<td>Coarse-granular</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA08</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Lz</td>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA09</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Lz</td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA12</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Lz</td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA14</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Lz</td>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B09b</td>
<td>Bodó</td>
<td>Lz</td>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA01</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>Coarse-porphyroclastic</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA02</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td>82</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA03</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td>87</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA04</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA05</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA06</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA11</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA15</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA18</td>
<td>Pico Cabugi</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td>82</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR1b</td>
<td>Fazenda Geroncio</td>
<td>Lz</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV8b</td>
<td>Serra Verde</td>
<td>Lz</td>
<td></td>
<td>77</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV14b</td>
<td>Serra Verde</td>
<td>We</td>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hz: harzburgite; Lz: lherzolite; We: wehrlite.

a Samples from Rivalenti et al. (2000).

b Samples from Rivalenti et al. (2007).

c Estimated from the average chemical composition and the modal contents (area.%) of each mineral, except Pc105, Pc109, AG6, B09, and SV8 for which whole rock chemical data were available.
calculated using a "de la Vallée Poussin" kernel function with a half-width of 10°. The CPO is presented as one crystallographic orientation per pixel in pole figures (lower hemispheric stereographic projections). Thin sections were cut in random orientations, because of the small size of the xenoliths. To facilitate comparison between samples, we rotated the CPO of all samples into a common reference frame, in which the maximum concentration of [100] of olivine is parallel to the E-W direction and the maximum concentration of [010] axis of olivine is parallel to the N-S direction of the pole figure. The choice of this reference frame can be justified a-posteriori by the analysis of the CPO, which indicates that this reference frame probably corresponds to the lineation and normal to the foliation directions (cf. Discussion).

The strength of the CPO was quantified using the dimensionless J-index (Bunge, 1982). The J-index for a random CPO is 1; it can reach up to 20 in natural peridotites, with a peak at 3–5 (Tommasi and Vauchez, 2015). We use the dimensionless BA-index, based on the eigenvalues of the [100] and [010] axes orientation distributions (Mainprice et al., 2014), to characterize the olivine CPO symmetry. This index allows classifying the olivine CPO into three types: (i) fiber-[010], characterized by a [010] point maxima and girdle distributions of [100] and [001] (BA-index < 0.35), (ii) orthorhombic, characterized by point maxima of [100], [010], and [001] (0.35 < BA-index < 0.65) and (iii) fiber-[100], characterized by a point maxima of [010] and girdle distributions of [010] and [001] (BA-index > 0.65). J- and BA-indexes do not depend on the reference frame.

To analyze quantitatively the microstructure, we used the grain detection method in MTEX (Bachmann et al., 2011) defining grains boundaries by misorientation angles between adjacent pixels higher than 15°. Grains composed by < 10 pixels were not considered in the microstructural analysis. The misorientation of each pixel relative to the mean orientation of the grain (M2M) and the grain orientation spread (GOS) were calculated to quantify the intracrystalline orientation gradients, which are a proxy for the dislocation density. In addition, we characterized the sinuosity of the grain boundaries by the shape factor, which is the ratio of the perimeter of the grain over the perimeter of a circle with the same area. Both the intra-granular misorientation (M2M and GOS) and the sinuosity of grain boundaries (shape factor) should decrease in response to recrystallization.

3.3. Mineral compositions and equilibrium temperatures

Mineral compositions of olivine, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and spinel were analyzed in ten samples, selected based on their microstructure, so that all microstructural types were represented. Measurements were performed in a Cameca SX100 electron microprobe at the Microsceo Sud facility at the University of Montpellier, France at a 20 kV accelerating voltage and a 10 nA current. For each sample, we analyzed both rim and core composition in 3 to 4 grains for olivine, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and spinel.

We calculated equilibrium temperatures based on the clinopyroxene-orthopyroxene geothermometer (Taylor, 1998) and on the Ca-in-opx geothermometer (Brey and Kohler, 1990; revised by Nimis and Gutter, 2010). Average rim and core equilibrium temperatures were calculated by averaging the temperatures calculated using 3–4 rim or core compositions of individual opx grains or opx-cpx pairs for each sample. Since no reliable barometers are available for spinel-facies peridotites, we chose arbitrarily 1.5 GPa (~46 km depth) as the pressure to calculate the two thermometers. Changes in the assumed pressure produce a variation of ~10°C per 0.5 GPa (~11 km).

3.4. Seismic properties

Seismic properties of each sample were computed using the MTEX toolbox (Mainprice et al., 2011), using Voigt-Reuss-Hill averaging based on the CPOs and modal content of olivine, orthopyroxene, and clinopyroxene derived from the EBSD maps and on the single crystal elastic constant tensors of the three minerals and their temperature and pressure derivatives (Abramson et al., 1997; Anderson et al., 1992; Chai et al., 1997; Isaak et al., 2006; Jackson et al., 2007; Sang and Bass, 2014). Average seismic properties for the lithospheric mantle beneath the study area were estimated by averaging the elastic constant tensors of all samples with all CPO data rotated into a common reference frame.
4.1. Microstructures

The assumption is that the orientation of the lineation and foliation is constant both laterally and vertically. The average seismic properties provide therefore an estimate of the maximum seismic anisotropy that could be produced, if the xenolith sampling is representative of the variability of compositions and CPO in the lithospheric mantle beneath the studied area.

4. Data

4.1. Microstructures

Previous studies (Fodor et al., 2002; Rivalenti et al., 2000; Rivalenti et al., 2007) have correlated optical observations of the microstructures with chemical compositions and equilibrium temperatures to divide the Macau peridotite xenoliths into two groups: protogranular and porphyroelastic. In the present study, we added to the optical observations the quantitative analysis of the microstructural data derived from EBSD mapping. Based on these data, in particular the intragranular misorientation of olivine and the olivine and orthopyroxene grain shapes (Fig. 2), we classify the Macau peridotites into three microstructural groups (Table 1): coarse-granular (6), coarse-porphyroelastic (12), and fine-porphyroelastic (4). The coarse-granular and coarse-porphyroelastic groups correspond to a continuous variation in microstructure (Figs. 2 and 3). They were described as protogranular in the previous studies. The fine-porphyroelastic group is clearly different from the other two groups (Figs. 2 and 3); it was described as porphyroelastic in the previous studies.

There is no relation between microstructure and sampling site. All three microstructures are represented among the Pico do Cabugi peridotites, which is the best-sampled site in the present study, and in at least one of the other sampling localities (Table 1). This observation is corroborated by the previous studies, which analyzed a larger number of peridotite xenoliths from other Macau volcanic centers (Fodor et al., 2002; Rivalenti et al., 2007). Coarse granular and coarse porphyroelastic microstructures predominate in all sites. Fine-porphyroelastic peridotites are always minor. They were only recovered in three sites, which are nevertheless >60 km apart (Fig. 1): Serra Aguda, Cabugi, and Serrate Preto (a small plug ca. 30 km to the SSE of Pico do Cabugi, Fodor et al., 2002).

Coarse-granular peridotites are characterized by roughly equigranular microstructures (Fig. 3a–b). Olivine and orthopyroxene pyroxene grains are on average 1–3 mm, clinopyroxene slightly smaller: 0.8–1 mm (Table 2). Both olivine and pyroxenes have curvilinear to straight grain boundaries, evolving locally into polygonal shapes with 120° triple junctions (Fig. 4a), and very low densities of intracrystalline deformation features, such as undulose extinction, subgrains, or kinks (Figs. 3a and 4a). Quantitatively, these observations translate into low shape factors ≤ 1.85 for olivine and ≤ 2 for orthopyroxene and into low M2M values ≤ 2° for olivine (Fig. 2). Lherzolite 16CA14 has an intermediate microstructure characterized by polygonal olivine grains, but pyroxenes with irregular shapes (Figs. 2 and 4b). Most coarse-granular peridotites display a weak olivine shape-preferred orientation (SPO)
(Fig. 3a), but BO09 has higher olivine aspect ratios (Table 2) and a clear olivine SPO, which results in a tabular microstructure. Pyroxene grains usually show no exsolutions (Figs. 3a and 4a–b). Spinel grains have holy-leaf or interstitial shapes. Coarse holy-leaf spinels may contain rounded inclusions of olivine or pyroxenes (Fig. 3b).

Coarse-porphyroclastic microstructures are characterized by variable grain sizes. In most cases, the grain size variation is continuous and it is difficult to discriminate between porphyroclasts and neoblasts (Fig. 3c–d). Olivine has more irregular grain shapes and clear evidence for intracrystalline plastic deformation (Figs. 3c–d and 4c). Olivine grains have shape factors between 1.6 and 2.2, consistently with the more sinuous grain boundaries, and higher M2M values ranging from 2° to 3.4° (except 16CA15), consistent with the higher frequency of undulose extinction and subgrain boundaries (Fig. 2). Orthopyroxene grains also have irregular shapes (Figs. 3c–d and 4c–d), which are associated with shape factors from 1.6 to 2.4 (Fig. 2b). Orthopyroxene grain boundaries often show embayments or cuspate shapes at the contact with olivine grains (Fig. 4c–d). Clinopyroxene grains also show irregular or interstitial shapes (Fig. 3c–d). In some samples, orthopyroxene grains display exsolutions (Fig. 3c). Undulose extinction and kinks are observed locally. Spinel usually has irregular shapes and occurs in association with ortho- or clinopyroxene (Fig. 3d).

Fine-porphyroclastic microstructures show a well-developed bimodal olivine grain size distribution, characterized by coexistence of coarse porphyroclasts with serrated grain boundaries, undulose extinction, and closely-spaced subgrain boundaries with a recrystallized matrix (Fig. 3a).
composed by polygonal olivine neoblasts free of intracrystalline deformation (Figs. 3e–h and 4e–f). The average size of the recrystallized grains varies between samples (Table 2): it is ~100 μm in AG6 (Fig. 4e), but >300 μm in the other fine-porphyroclastic peridotites (Fig. 4f, Table 2). It is noteworthy that the recrystallized olivine grains are not organized in a planar mode, marking a foliation, but either form irregular pockets or vein-like structures (Fig. 3e–f). Orthopyroxene is usually coarser than clinopyroxene (Fig. 3f). Exsolutions were not observed in this group. Shape factors of orthopyroxene vary between 1.89 and 2.56 (Fig. 2). In AG6 and AG7, pyroxenes have rounded shapes.

Fig. 6. Crystal preferred orientations (CPO) of olivine, orthopyroxene, and clinopyroxene for all studied fine-porphyroclastic, coarse-granular peridotites, and coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites. Lower hemisphere stereographic projections with contours at 1 multiple of a uniform distribution intervals. The three pole figures for each mineral are plotted using the same scale. For the fine-porphyroclastic peridotites, the CPO of olivine porphyroclasts is presented as points (in red) and the CPO of olivine neoblasts is presented as contours. Black arrows indicate pyroxene CPO that are well correlated with the olivine CPO and gray arrows indicate those partially correlated. When the sample shows an olivine shape preferred orientation marking a foliation, the latter is displayed as a dashed line in the olivine [010] pole figure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
(Fig. 3f), whereas in PC105 and PC109 fine-porphyroclastic samples, pyroxenes have irregular shapes, with cusp-like terminations when in contact with olivine, similarly to pyroxenes in coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites. Spinel occurs as fine rounded grains (Fig. 3f).

4.2. Crystallographic preferred orientations (CPO)

Quantitative data on the intensity and symmetry of the olivine CPO (J- and BA-indexes) as well as pole figures of the olivine, orthopyroxene, and clinopyroxene CPOs for all studied samples are presented in

![Fig. 6. (continued)]
The Mg# number \([\text{Mg}^\# = 100 \times \frac{\text{Mg}}{\text{Fe} + \text{Mg}}, \text{atomic ratio}]\) of olivine, orthopyroxene, and clinopyroxene ranges between 89.1 and 91.6 (average 90.0), 89.1–91.7 (average 90.4), and 87.9–92 (average 90.9), respectively (Fig. 8a, b). Core-rim variations in Mg# are weak for all three minerals in most samples. Olivine and orthopyroxene Mg# within each sample show low dispersion and are positively correlated, with the orthopyroxene being slightly enriched in Mg relatively to olivine (all data points, except fine-porphyroclastic peridotites AG6 and AG7, plot slightly above the 1:1 line in Fig. 8b). The observed deviations in modal compositions relatively to partial melting trends are consistent with microstructural evidence for reactive melt percolation, such as the sinuous olivine-pyroxene boundaries and the cupplike shapes of pyroxenes when in contact with two olivine grains (cf. Figs. 3 and 4).

4.4. Mineral compositions

The chemical compositions of main mineral phases in the studied Macau peridotite xenoliths are listed in Supplementary material Table S1. Representative results are displayed in Fig. 8 together with previous data for Macau peridotite xenoliths (Supplementary material Table S2). Comparison between the present and previous datasets indicates that our sampling is representative of the variability in composition for these localities. Analysis of the present dataset indicates that there is no simple correlation between microstructural types and chemical compositions (Fig. 8). There is also no relation between mineral chemistry and sampling locality.

The Mg# number \([\text{Mg}^\# = 100 \times \frac{\text{Mg}}{\text{Fe} + \text{Mg}}, \text{atomic ratio}]\) of olivine, orthopyroxene, and clinopyroxene ranges between 89.1 and 91.6 (average 90.0), 89.1–91.7 (average 90.4), and 87.9–92 (average 90.9), respectively (Fig. 8a, b). Core-rim variations in Mg# are weak for all three minerals in most samples. Olivine and orthopyroxene Mg# within each sample show low dispersion and are positively correlated, with the orthopyroxene being slightly enriched in Mg relatively to olivine (all data points, except fine-porphyroclastic peridotites AG6 and AG7, plot slightly above the 1:1 line in Fig. 8b). Clinopyroxene Mg# shows much higher variability at the sample scale, in particular within coarse-porphyroclastic harzburgites, indicating chemical disequilibrium at the mm-scale. Moreover, average clinopyroxene Mg# in
neither cores nor rims display any simple correlation with the olivine Mg# (Fig. 8a). Most measured Mg# spread between the 1:1 and the Fe-Mg partition trend between olivine, clinopyroxene, and melt in oceanic troctolites (Lissenberg and Dick, 2008), but fine-porphyroclastic peridotites AG6 and AG7 have clinopyroxenes enriched in Fe relatively to olivine.

Olivine cores show low Ca contents with a weak positive correlation with Mg# (Fig. 8c), except for the fine-porphyroclastic peridotites and the coarse-porphyroclastic lherzolite GR1, which have high Ca contents. Olivine rims in all studied peridotites are enriched in Ca and show a high variability at the thin section (mm-cm) scale.

Clinopyroxene TiO2 contents (wt%) do not show the simple positive correlation with cpx modal content (%) expected if partial melting controlled the chemistry of the peridotites (Fig. 8d). Among the harzburgites, four have Ti-poor clinopyroxene (TiO2 contents < 0.2%), while the other two have clinopyroxene with TiO2 contents of 0.55%. All harzburgites show marked variability in the Ti-content of clinopyroxene at the sample scale, indicating disequilibrium. Half of the lherzolites have clinopyroxenes with almost constant TiO2 contents between 0.55 and 0.65%, independently of the clinopyroxene modal content. The remaining lherzolites have rather Ti-poor clinopyroxene grains.

Spinel Cr# \([\text{Cr}# = 100 \times \text{Cr} / (\text{Cr} + \text{Al})]\) and Mg# contents correlate with the modal composition. Harzburgites have spinel with Cr# ranging between 40 and 57.5 and Mg# ranging between 61 and 72, whereas lherzolites have spinel with Cr# between 8 and 20 and Mg# between 73 and 84 (Supplementary material Fig. S1a). Yet, the lherzolites show a clear enrichment in Mg in spinel relatively to a typical depleted mantle composition. Fine-porphyrroclastic lherzolite AG6 has the highest spinel Mg# (83) and lowest Cr# (11). TiO2 contents (wt%) in spinel are low (\(\leq 0.18\%\)) in most lherzolites (Supplementary material Fig. S1b). In contrast, spinel in coarse-porphyroclastic harzburgites and lherzolite GR1 have a wide range of average TiO2 contents, which may reach 1.03%, with strong variations within each sample, indicating disequilibrium. Spinel in fine-porphyroclastic lherzolite AG6 also has a fairly high TiO2 content of 0.45%.

### 4.5. Equilibrium temperatures and geotherm estimation

Most equilibrium temperatures determined using two-pyroxenes geothermometer of Taylor (1998; TTA98) and the Ca in orthopyroxene (Ca-in-oxps) of Brey and Kohler (1990) revised by Nimis and Grutter (2010) agree within \(\pm 70\) °C (gray dashed lines in Fig. 9). This suggests that they are reliable. However, peridotites with cpx-opx
temperatures < 800 °C show larger discrepancies (> 90 °C), with systematically higher Ca-in-opx equilibrium temperatures. This inconsistency between the predictions of the two thermometers is observed for both core and rim temperatures and is not correlated with the microstructure. It affects two coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites (16CA06, 16CA11) and one coarse-granular lherzolite (16CA14). The latter has the lowest temperature among all samples with strong inconsistency between the predictions of the two thermometers (592 °C and 790 °C, Table 1).

Following Nimis and Grutter (2010), we use the temperature predictions of TTA98 thermometer as the equilibrium temperatures. All fine-porphyroclastic peridotites and the coarse-porphyroclastic peridotite GR1 have high equilibrium temperatures over 1200 °C. Coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites have two ranges of equilibrium temperatures: harzburgites (16CA01, 16CA03, 16CA18) as well as clinopyroxene-poor lherzolite SV8 have equilibrium temperatures between 900 and 1100 °C, whereas the clinopyroxene-rich coarse-porphyroclastic lherzolites (16CA06, 16CA11, 16CA15) have lower equilibrium temperatures between 600 and 700 °C. Coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites 16CA03, 16CA15, and 16CA18 display core-rim variations in equilibrium temperature. In most cases, rim Ca-in-opx temperatures are higher than core ones, but there is no systematic trend. All samples that display core-rim variations also show significant dispersion in both core and rim temperatures at the sample scale (bars in Fig. 10). Coarse-granular peridotites 16CA07, 16CA08, 16CA09, and BO9 have intermediate equilibrium temperatures between 800 and 900 °C and less variations at sample scale as well as between cores and rims. Comparison with previous thermometry data on Macau peridotite xenoliths indicates that the present sampling is representative of the variability in this suite (Fig. 9). Analysis of the full dataset also highlights that there is no relation between equilibrium temperatures and sampling site. The full range of equilibrium temperatures is observed both among Pico do Cabugi xenoliths, which is the best sampled site, and among xenoliths from other Macau volcanics.

To estimate the Cenozoic geotherm in the northern Borborema Province, we plotted the TTA98 equilibrium temperatures of the studied xenoliths against the peridotite phase diagram in the upper mantle (spinel-out, plagioclase-out, and garnet-in curves for different Cr contents from O'Neill, 1981 and Klemme, 2004), as well as equilibrium geotherms for different surface and reduced heat flows (Fig. 11). The geotherms are calculated assuming a surface heat flow of 60 or 70 mW/m² (Hamza et al., 2018), a Moho depth of 32 km (Almeida et al., 2015), an exponential decrease of the radiogenic heat production with depth, with a characteristic depth of 10 km, and a reduced heat flow of either 30 or 45 mW/m². For comparison, we also indicate the depth of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary determined by S receiver functions for seismic station RCBR (Heit et al., 2007) and the partial melting conditions estimated based on the compositions of the most primitive melts of the Cenozoic Macau and Mesozoic Ceará-Mirim suites (Ngonge et al., 2016a,b).
4.6. Seismic properties

For calculating seismic properties, we divided the xenoliths into two groups as a function of their TTA98 equilibrium temperature: low (T < 1000 °C) and high-temperature (T > 1000 °C). Then, we estimated the elastic tensors of the individual samples (Supplementary material Table S3) for the pressure and temperature conditions predicted at 50 km (1.46 GPa and 916 °C) and 70 km depth (2.12 GPa and 1189 °C) for the geotherm that best fits the xenolith data (Qs = 70 mW/m² and Qm = 45 mW/m², green line in Fig. 10).

Seismic anisotropy patterns of the individual samples vary slightly as a function of the olivine CPO symmetry. As usual, the seismic anisotropy intensity correlates positively with both the olivine CPO strength and olivine modal content (Fig. 11). On average, the peridotites equilibrated at temperatures <1000°C tend to display lower anisotropy, due to both more dispersed olivine CPO and lower olivine modal content (Fig. 11). On average, the peridotites equilibrated at temperatures <1000°C and high-temperature ones, whereas the maximum slow (S2) wave propagation anisotropy varies from 3.4 to 5.2% and from 1.9 to 7.3%, respectively (Table 3).

Since seismic waves average elastic properties over large volumes, we calculated average elastic tensors for the low-temperature and high-temperature groups by assuming a coherent orientation of the past flow directions and planes (assumed as parallel to the [100] and [010] maxima of the olivine CPO, respectively; this assumption is justified by the analysis of the CPO as discussed in the next section) over the entire lithosphere. These average seismic anisotropy patterns (Fig. 12) represent the maximum possible seismic anisotropy in the shallow (low-temperature group) and deep (high-temperature samples) sections of the lithosphere.

![Fig. 11. Maximum S-wave polarization anisotropy (%) vs. (a) olivine CPO intensity (J index) and (b) olivine modal content (%) for all studied xenoliths. Seismic anisotropy data for individual samples are listed in Table 3.](image)

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Rock type</th>
<th>Microstructures</th>
<th>Seismic properties (velocity in km/s and anisotropy in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vp max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-T samples</td>
<td>16CA07</td>
<td>Lz Coarse-granular</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16CA08</td>
<td>Lz Coarse-granular</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&lt; 1000 °C)</td>
<td>16CA09</td>
<td>Lz Coarse-granular</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P = 1.46 GPa; T = 916 °C</td>
<td>16CA14</td>
<td>Lz Coarse-granular</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T = 916 °C</td>
<td>16CA07</td>
<td>Lz Coarse-granular</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA06</td>
<td>Lz Coarse-porph</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA11</td>
<td>Lz Coarse-porph</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16CA15</td>
<td>Lz Coarse-porph</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-T samples</td>
<td>16CA01</td>
<td>Hz Coarse-porph</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16CA03</td>
<td>Hz Coarse-porph</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&gt; 1000 °C)</td>
<td>16CA18</td>
<td>Hz Coarse-porph</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P = 2.12 GPa; T = 1189 °C</td>
<td>58V</td>
<td>Hz Coarse-porph</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8V8</td>
<td>Hz Coarse-porph</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG6</td>
<td>Hz Fine-porph</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC105</td>
<td>Hz Fine-porph</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC109</td>
<td>Hz Fine-porph</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coarse-porph: coarse-porphyroclastic; Fine-porph: fine-porphyroclastic; Hz: harzburgite; Lz: lherzolite.
AVp: maximum P-wave propagation anisotropy; AVs: maximum S-wave polarization anisotropy; AVs1: maximum fast S-wave propagation anisotropy; AVs2: maximum slow S-wave propagation anisotropy; AVs/Vs1: maximum anisotropy of Vp/Vs1 ratio.
Seismic anisotropy patterns for the shallow and deep lithospheric mantle are similar, but as already discussed, the lower part of the lithosphere is more anisotropic (Fig. 12). The average maximum P-wave propagation anisotropy is 10.5% with velocities ranging between 7.4 and 8.3 km/s, compared to 7.9% in the shallow lithospheric mantle, where P-wave velocities vary between 7.6 km/s normal to the flow plane and 8.2 km/s parallel to the flow direction frozen in the lithospheric mantle (Table 3). The average maximum S-wave polarization anisotropy in the lower lithospheric mantle is 7.7% compared to 5.2% in the shallower levels; in both cases it is observed for S-waves propagating within the flow plane but at < 45° of the flow direction. Low S-wave polarization anisotropy is observed for all waves propagating at low angle to the XZ plane, that is, the plane that contains both the flow direction and the normal to the flow plane. For all propagation directions in which a significant polarization anisotropy is observed, the fast S-wave is polarized in the plane containing the flow direction. The average maximum S1-wave propagation anisotropy increases from 3.6% to 5.8% from the shallow to the deep mantle lithosphere. S1 velocity is maximum within the flow plane and minimum normal to it. S1-waves propagating within this plane show a 90° periodicity in the velocity variation. S2-waves average maximum propagation anisotropy increases from 3.7% to 4.9% with depth. High S2 velocities are associated with propagation within the XZ plane at ca. 45° to the flow direction (X) and low velocities are observed for all propagation directions at high angle to X. The maximum Vp/Vs1 ratio anisotropy increases from 5.5% to 7.4% with depth. Highest Vp/Vs1 ratios (1.78–1.8) are observed for waves propagating parallel to the flow direction and the lowest Vp/Vs1 ratios for waves propagating normal to the flow plane.

5. Discussion

5.1. Deformation, annealing, and reactive melt percolation

Coarse-granular peridotites show polygonal grain shapes for both olivine and pyroxenes and low intragranular misorientations (olivine M2M values < 2°, Fig. 2). However, they have well-developed olivine CPO (Figs. 5 and 6). This association supports the deformation that produced the CPO was followed by annealing (static recrystallization), which effectively reduced dislocation densities and re-equilibrated grain shapes. The analysis of the relative intensity of the orientation of
Fig. 13. Olivine modal content (%) vs. bulk rock Mg# in the studied xenoliths compared to evolutions predicted for partial melting and reactive melt percolation in the mantle. Gray lines represent the composition evolution predicted by various partial melting models using a source composition with 89.3 Mg# and 55% of olivine up to complete consumption of clinopyroxene (Bodinier and Godard, 2014). Colored lines represent different melt-rock reactions after Bodinier and Godard (2014). Red solid lines correspond to precipitation of clino- and orthopyroxene at the expense of olivine and melt with different mass ratio of crystallized minerals versus infiltrated melt (numbers on the curves). Green dashed lines show olivine-forming reactions with melts with different Mg# (numbers on the curves). Blue dotted lines represent multiple episodes of refertilization, starting with low Mg# melts (‘primitive’ melt Mg# = 74.5), in which the peridotites successively reacted with the evolved melt resulting from previous infiltration stage (Bodinier et al., 2008). Compositions of Macau peridotite xenoliths previously studied by Rivalenti et al. (2000, 2007) are plotted for comparison. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

therefore that reactive melt percolation producing refertilization also predated annealing. It also implies that interphase grain boundary arrangements during annealing were effective. These rearrangements depend on transport of ions along grain boundaries in a similar way to the growth of porphyroblasts in a metamorphic rock, but with weaker driving forces (grain boundary energy reduction opposed to chemical gradients). Most coarse-granular peridotites equilibrated around 900 °C (Fig. 9). At this temperature, given the diffusivity of Si along olivine and enstatite grain boundaries (≤10^{-27} m^2/s; Fisler et al., 1997; Fei et al., 2016), grain boundary equilibration at the 250μm scale, which is the average amplitude of the sinuosity of the olivine-pyroxene grain boundaries in the coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites (Fig. 3c, d), will occur on time scale of several hundreds of Ma. In contrast, irregular pyroxene grain sizes (high orthopyroxene shape factor ~2, Fig. 2) in 16CA14 and B09 point to a later stage of melt percolation. Indeed, in both samples, part of the pyroxenes shows crystal orientations not coherently with the olivine CPO (Fig. 6).

Coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites show less equilibrated microstructures. All major phases show sinuous grain boundaries (higher shape factors) as well as undulose extinction and subgrains, which translate into higher M2M values (Fig. 2). This implies less effective annealing due to either more recent deformation or lower post-deformation temperatures. The former hypothesis may apply for the coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites with high equilibrium temperatures (>1000 °C, Fig. 9) and the latter, for those with low equilibrium temperatures (< 800 °C, Fig. 9). Similarly to the coarse-granular peridotites, olivine CPO in coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites is consistent with deformation by dislocation creep with dominant activation of the [100](010) system. This interpretation is corroborated by the high frequency of (100) subgrain boundaries. However, the CPO patterns and intensities are more varied than those of coarse-granular peridotites (Figs. 5 and 6). Coarse-porphyroclastic harzburgites have strong fiber-[100] olivine CPOs, typical of simple shear deformation (Tommasi et al., 1999, 2000; Bybrick et al., 2000; Hansen et al., 2014). Lherzolites have orthorhombic to fiber-[010] olivine CPOs with variable strength. As for the coarse-granular peridotites, the fiber-[010] olivine in these coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites may record either a component of transpression or the presence of melts during deformation.

Although some coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites plot along partial melting trends in Fig. 13, evidence for reactive melt percolation leading to crystallization of pyroxenes or olivine is widespread in this microstructural group. It encompasses: (i) the interpenetrating olivine-pyroxene grain boundaries and the locally interstitial shapes of pyroxenes (Figs. 3 and 4), which imply lack of microstructural equilibrium, (ii) the high variability of the olivine and pyroxenes chemical compositions both within grains and between grains in a sample (Fig. 8), which indicates absence of chemical equilibration, and (iii) the lack or weak consistency between the olivine and the pyroxenes CPOs (Fig. 6). The latter feature is specific to the coarse-porphyroclastic harzburgites, which also show the highest equilibrium temperatures and least equilibrated mineral compositions among the coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites, implying that reactive melt percolation in these rocks, which sample the lower lithospheric mantle section, postdates the deformation and is rather recent.

Fine-porphyroclastic peridotites show a bimodal olivine grain size distribution and strong intragranular misorientations in the olivine porphyroclasts characteristic of recrystallization (Figs. 3 and 4). At the high equilibrium temperatures recorded by these peridotites (>1200 °C, Fig. 9), diffusion is fast. The low annealing level of the microstructures in these peridotites, indicated by the high intragranular misorientations in the porphyroclasts (Figs. 2 and 3), implies therefore that the deformation episode that produced the recrystallization occurred shortly after their extraction from the mantle by the Macau volcanism.

The variation in recrystallized grain sizes between the various fine-porphyroclastic peridotites might record variations in stress (from ~75 MPa in AG6 to ~10 MPa using the recrystallized grain size paleopiezometer of Van der Wal et al., 1993), but the coarser recrystallized grain sizes result more probably from partial annealing. The stresses estimated for lherzolite AG6 are high and, for the equilibrium temperature of 1200 °C of these peridotites, imply extremely high strain rates of 10^{-6} to 10^{-9} s^{-1} based on usual olivine flow laws (Chopra and Paterson, 1981; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2003; Gouriet et al., 2019). The microstructure of these peridotites is indeed very similar to the mosaic microstructure of deep sheared Kimberlite-borne peridotites, which has been traditionally attributed to the initial stages of Kimberlite dyke formation, due to the high stresses and high rates inferred based on the recrystallized grain sizes and equilibrium temperatures (e.g., Green and Gueguen, 1974; Boullier, 1977; Skemer and Karato, 2008; Baptiste et al., 2012). Similar microstructures have been observed in the deepest mantle xenoliths from the Labait alkaline lavas in the Tanzanian craton (Vauchez et al., 2005) and from Malaita alnoites in the Ontong Java plateau (Tommasi and Ishikawa, 2014) with similar interpretations proposed.

Fine-porphyroclastic peridotites with high equilibrium temperatures have also been described in Cenozoic peridotite xenoliths, which sample the mantle beneath major Neoproterozoic shear zones at the border of the Hoggar swell, North Africa (Kourim et al., 2015). How-ever, in the Hoggar peridotites, equilibration temperatures are lower (1000–1100 °C) and olivine recrystallization was associated with crystallization of elongated aggregates of clinopyroxene and amphibole. The fine-porphyroclastic microstructures were therefore interpreted as resulting from ductile reactivation and melt channeling in Neoproterozoic shear zones in response to the development of the Hoggar swell in...
the Cenozoic. However, in the fine-porphyrroplastic peridotites from the Borborema province, there is no evidence for neocrystallization of pyroxenes or amphiboles within the recrystallized domains. Moreover, the fact that the recrystallized domains in the fine-porphyrroplastic peridotites from the Borborema province do not align marking a foliation (Fig. 3c, f) and the lack of elongation of the pyroxenes suggests that the recrystallization was associated with high stresses, but low finite strains. This association further points to localized deformation associated with the formation of the dykes that fed the Cenozoic magmatism.

Analysis of the olivine modal composition relative to the bulk rock Mg# implies that lherzolites AG7 and AG6 were affected by refertilization processes (Fig. 13). The Fe-rich compositions of olivine and pyroxenes in AG6 (Fig. 8a, b) imply high cumulated melt-rock ratios. Ortho- and clinopyroxenes in these two lherzolites have unusual irregular, but rounded shapes, which clearly differ from those in coarse-porphyrroplastic peridotites (cf. EBSD phase maps in Fig. 3). Yet determining when this refertilization occurred is difficult. At the high temperatures at which these peridotites equilibrated, chemical diffusion is fast. Disequilibrium in mineral chemistry at the sample scale, which would point to melt-rock interaction shortly before extraction is only observed in AG7. In contrast, harzburgites PC105 and PC109 plot along the partial melting trends in Fig. 13 and have high Mg# in olivine and pyroxenes (Fig. 8a, b), characterizing refractory compositions. They display, nevertheless, chemical evidence for some melt-rock interaction, like enrichment in Ca in olivine (Fig. 8c).

5.2. Cenozoic geotherm and thermal evolution of the NBP lithospheric mantle

We do have evidence in this study supporting a rather hot Cenozoic geotherm beneath the North Borborema Province. As illustrated in Fig. 10, equilibrium conditions of the xenoliths are consistent with the surface heat flow of 60–70 mW/m² measured in the Borborema Province (Hamza et al., 2018) if the heat flow from the convective mantle is rather high (45 mW/m²). This implies a slightly hotter than average sublithospheric mantle beneath the Borborema Province, consistently with the low P-wave velocity anomaly imaged at 100 km depth beneath the Northern Borborema Province east of the Macau-Queimadas volcanic alignment (Simões Neto et al., 2019; Fig. 1) and with the weak low S-wave velocity anomaly imaged beneath this region in a recent global full-waveform tomography model (ca. −2%; French et al., 2013). The equilibrium geotherm that best fits the equilibrium temperature and pressure conditions of the Borborema Province is also consistent with the seismological constraints for the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) depth of 80 km (Heit et al., 2007), with the Pn velocities of 8.0 km/s observed using refraction data (Lima et al., 2015) that imply sub-Moho temperatures of 700–750°C, and with the partial melting conditions calculated for the Macau most primitive basalts (1330–1415 °C at 80–93 km; Ngonge et al., 2016b; cf. Fig. 10). A hotter than average sublithospheric mantle may also account for the Cenozoic uplift of the Borborema Plateau (Almeida et al., 2015; Luz et al., 2015; Klöcking et al., 2018). The equilibrium temperatures of the studied xenoliths may therefore represent an equilibrium geotherm established in the Cenozoic in response to a slightly hotter than normal convective mantle temperature. Geophysical data imply that these conditions are still active today. Data on the xenoliths do not bring any constraints on the causes of the higher than average sublithospheric temperatures, which may result from a diffuse mantle upwelling, perturbation of the convective pattern by the São Francisco craton, or, as suggested by Simões Neto et al. (2019), lateral channeling of hot material from a mantle plume upwelling to the SW of the Province.

The present data also do not constrain the evolution through time of the upper mantle temperatures beneath the North Borborema Province. The estimated melting conditions for the most primitive basalts of the Cretaceous CMDS (ca. 1320 °C at 70 km depth; Ngonge et al., 2016a) are shallower than those for the Cenozoic Macau volcanics (Ngonge et al., 2016b), suggesting an even shallower LAB beneath the North Borborema Province in the Mesozoic. This suggests that the lithosphere beneath the NBP has probably cooled and thickened after the Mesozoic extension. The deepest xenoliths might therefore represent material accreted to the base of the lithosphere after the Mesozoic.

5.3. Seismic anisotropy in the lithospheric mantle: comparison with SKS splitting data

Shear wave splitting data in the Borborema Province is highly heterogeneous and does not relate in a simple way to neither the outcropping geological structures nor the absolute plate motion of the South American plate (Bastow et al., 2015). However, the station RCBR, which is the closest station to the sampling sites, being located ca. 50 km east of the Pico do Cabugi, displays a NNE-oriented fast S-wave polarization parallel to the trend of the Seridó belt and of the main Brazilian shear zones in the region, and a high delay time (1.9 s) based on 9 individual measurements (Assumpção et al., 2011).

If we consider that at least part of the SKS splitting measured at RCBR is produced in the lithospheric mantle, the orientation of the fast polarization direction constrains the projection of the lineation on the horizontal plane to be oriented in the NNE direction (9 ± 11°). However, there are no constraints on its plunge or on the dip of the
foliation. To draw constraints on the orientation of the foliation and lineation in the lithospheric mantle, which would allow to discuss possible coupling between crustal and mantle structures, we estimate the contribution of the lithospheric mantle to the SKS splitting delay time (Δt) for three end-member orientations of the foliation and lineation in the lithospheric mantle, illustrated in Fig. 14, and compare these predictions to the observations at RCBR.

Common conversion point (CCP) receiver function stacks support that the Moho is at ~32 km (Almeida et al., 2015) and the LAB is at ~80 km based on the S receiver function data by Heit et al. (2007) in the Northern Borborema Province. The thickness of the lithospheric mantle in this region is therefore of 48 km. Based on the thermobarometric data (Fig. 10), we divided the lithosphere into two layers and calculated the lithospheric mantle contribution to the measured delay time using the average seismic anisotropy of the low temperature peridotites (32–56 km, < 1000 °C) and of the high-temperature ones (56–80 km, > 1000 °C).

If the foliation is horizontal and the lineation NE-SW (case 1), the S-wave polarization anisotropy is 2.4% for upper lithospheric mantle and 3.0% for lower lithospheric mantle. The cumulated SKS delay time is only ~0.30 s. If both the foliation and lineation are vertical (case 2), the fast SKS polarization constrains the direction of the foliation, and SKS waves propagate parallel to the lineation. The S-wave polarization anisotropy in this direction is low, like in case 1. It is 2.9% for upper layer and 3.6% for lower one and the delay time that may be cumulated in the lithospheric mantle is ~0.34 s. If the foliation is vertical but the lineation is horizontal and parallel to the fast SKS polarization direction (case 3), the S-wave polarization anisotropy is higher. It is 5.2% in the upper lithospheric mantle and 6.6% for lower lithospheric mantle, leading to a cumulative delay time in the lithospheric mantle of 0.64 s.

In case 3, the lithospheric mantle has a fabric consistent with the crustal deformation around station RCBR, which is dominated by dextral strike-slip in transpressional structures in the Seridó belt and in the shear zones that border it. This case would therefore imply a structure in the lithospheric mantle coherent with the crustal deformation in the Brasiliano event. Seismic anisotropy in the lithospheric mantle, with anisotropy directions parallel or subparallel to the main nearby Neoproterozoic shear zones, is also required by receiver function analysis on most stations in the Borborema Province (Lamarque and Julià, 2019). At station RCBR, this study proposes horizontal anisotropy axis trending NNE in the lithospheric mantle, consistent with case 3.

It is important to note that even for case 3, the lithospheric mantle can contribute to < 1/3 of the SKS delay time measured at the RCBR station (1.9 ± 0.2 s, Assumpção et al., 2011). Thus a large part of the SKS signal at RCBR has to be produced in the asthenosphere and, for the contributions of the lithosphere and asthenosphere to add up, asthenospheric flow directions should not deviate much from NNE. Present-day absolute plate motion (APM) directions for NE Brazil do not follow this direction. Hotspot reference frame models, such as HS3-Nuvel-1A, predict an ENE direction, whereas no-net rotation models predict a NNW direction (Gripp and Gordon, 2002). However, a NNE flow direction in the sublithospheric mantle beneath the Borborema province is predicted by models in which the present-day mantle flow is calculated based on a density anomaly distribution derived from global seismic tomography models (cf. Fig. 8 in Assumpção et al., 2011).

5.4. Relations between the mantle structure and the geodynamical evolution of the Borborema Province

When did the deformation, annealing, and reactive melt percolation processes recorded by the xenoliths happen? How do they relate to the geodynamical evolution of NE Brazil? There are no ways of dating deformation processes in the mantle. However, we may try to use the data discussed in the previous sections to constrain the imprint of the different tectonic events that affected the Borborema Province in the lithospheric mantle.

The coarse-granular microstructures, with their well-equilibrated pyroxene-olivine grain boundaries, imply effective annealing, which, at the equilibrium temperatures of these xenoliths, require very long time delays, on the order of several hundreds of Ma. Although the temperature may have varied since the deformation of the xenoliths, to re-equilibrate the pyroxene-olivine grain boundaries in < 100 Ma, temperatures ≥ 1100 °C, that is > 200 °C above those recorded by the xenoliths at the time of extraction, are needed. Coarse-granular microstructures are well expressed among the low-equilibrium temperature xenoliths, suggesting that the shallow part of the lithospheric mantle beneath the Macau volcanics records essentially old tectonic events. The seismic anisotropy data in the region imply that this lithospheric structure results from Neoproterozoic dextral strike-slip and transpressional intraplate deformation. A pre-Mesozoic origin of this mantle fabric is also suggested by the higher annealing degree of the microstructures of the coarse-granular Borborema xenoliths relative to the Fernando de Noronha ones (Fig. 2), which record deformation frozen up in the oceanic lithosphere by plate cooling and hence that post-dates the opening of the Atlantic (Liu et al., 2019).

Some coarse-porphyroclastic lherzolites have lower equilibrium temperatures (≤ 800 °C) than most coarse-granular peridotites. This is not a sampling location effect, since both types of peridotites were sampled in Pico do Cabugi. The higher olivine intragranular misorientations and less equilibrated olivine and pyroxene grain shapes indicate less effective annealing, pointing to either slower annealing due to cooler temperatures or a more recent deformation event. In the first case, the deformation recorded by these xenoliths may also be associated with the Brasiliano event. In the second, these peridotite may record Cretaceous or even younger deformation preserved in the shallow lithospheric mantle. However, the studied xenolith suite exhibits no evidence of strong deformation under low temperature conditions. There are no xenoliths displaying mylonitic microstructures, with marked grain size reduction of olivine and strong elongation of olivine and orthopyroxene porphyroclasts, which are usually observed in extensional shear zones developed in peridotite massifs under low temperature conditions (≤1000 °C; e.g., Drury et al., 1991; Frets et al., 2014; Kaczmarek and Tommasi, 2011). Although annealing could have partially obliterated the olivine deformation microstructure, it cannot change the aspect ratios of the orthopyroxenes in a time scale of 100 Ma. Thus if the low temperature coarse-granular peridotites correspond to sections of the lithospheric mantle deformed during the Mesozoic, these are low strain zones and their olivine CPO and seismic anisotropy may still preserve orientations produced by the previous deformation episodes.

Based on the microstructures of the low equilibration temperature peridotites and on the seismic anisotropy data, we conclude therefore that the shallow sections of the lithospheric mantle of the Borborema province record essentially coupled crust and mantle deformation during the formation of the Borborema shear zone system in the Neoproterozoic. The present dataset has no evidence for extensive reworking of the shallow lithospheric mantle by the extensional deformation in the Cretaceous or during the Cenozoic uplift of the province. Yet, the absence of (annealed or not) low-temperature mylonites in the xenolith sampling does not imply that shear zones accommodating a Mesozoic extension did not form in the shallow lithospheric mantle of the Borborema Province, since our sampling is punctual and such a deformation would be by nature heterogeneous.

The coarse-porphyroclastic microstructures that characterize the lower part of the lithospheric mantle (equilibrium temperatures > 1000 °C) are more difficult to relate to a given tectonic episode. Partial melting conditions estimated for the Ceará-Mirim basalts suggest that the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary was shallower in the Cretaceous than in the Cenozoic (cf. Fig. 10 and discussion Section 5.2). This would imply that the deep lithospheric mantle beneath Borborema might be composed by material accreted by cooling
since the Cretaceous. Comparison between the microstructures of these coarse-porphyrastic peridotites with those of peridotite xenoliths from the nearby Fernando de Noronha (FN) archipelago, formed in response to Cenozoic volcanism onto 100–105 Ma old crust in the equatorial Atlantic (Liu et al., 2019) also favors a Mesoozoic age for the deformation of these peridotites. Indeed, the olivine M2M and olivine and pyroxene shape factors of the Borborema peridotites overlap with the lower range of olivine M2M and shape factors, that is, with the most annealed microstructures of the FN peridotites (Fig. 2). The FN peridotites record an asthenospheric deformation, which has been frozen in the oceanic lithosphere by cooling and evolved by annealing since then (Liu et al., 2019). Their deformation is therefore younger than the opening of the Equatorial Atlantic. The similar to slightly stronger annealing degree of the coarse-porphyrastic Macau peridotites suggests that the deformation that produced these microstructures in the deep section of the lithospheric mantle beneath the Borborema province might be related to the early stages of Cretaceous extension. Thus, although this event did not result in widespread deformation of the shallow levels of the lithospheric mantle, it might have reworked the base of the lithosphere (bottom-up lithospheric thinning?). Yet the high SKS delay times in station RCBR do not favor strong deviations in flow direction from NNE across the entire lithosphere-asthenosphere section, implying that either strains were small and did not change the Neoproterozoic CPO orientations or that flow directions during extension were at high angle to the extensional structures in the Cretaceous basins and to the Equatorial Atlantic spreading directions.

Finally, the very low annealing degree and high equilibration temperatures of the fine-grained porphyroclastic microstructures necessarily imply deformation close in time to the Cenozoic Macau volcanism. Based on the microstructural evidence for high stresses, but low finite strains for this deformation, we propose that it is related to the formation of the dykes that brought the Macau volcanics to the surface. The equilibration temperatures of the xenoliths imply a rather hot geotherm, leading to an 80-km thick lithosphere in the Cenozoic. This is consistent with melting depths inferred for the Macau basalts (Ngonge et al., 2016b). It is also coherent with the present-day thermal state of the lithospheric and sublithospheric mantle as imaged by geophysical data.

Dating the reactive melt percolation events is even more difficult than the deformation ones. The equilibrated microstructures and the coherent olivine and pyroxene CPOs in the coarse-granular peridotites undoubtedly point to a Brasiliano or older reactive melt percolation event. Coarse-porphyrastic peridotites record younger melt percolation events, which in some cases predated or were synchronous to the main deformation recorded by the samples. However, in other cases, like in the coarse-porphyrastic harzburgites, melt percolation postdated the main deformation. Finally, the non-equilibrated chemical compositions at the sample scale observed in many samples, in particular the high-temperature coarse-porphyrastic harzburgites, point to a last event of melt percolation that shortly predated the extraction of the peridotites. In summary, this peridotite suite recorded multiple reactive melt percolation events, probably well separated in time and related to the different magmatic episodes recorded in the crust.

6. Conclusion

Integrated analysis of microstructures, crystal preferred orientations, mineral chemical compositions, and equilibrium temperatures in a suite of 22 peridotite xenoliths reveals that the lithospheric mantle beneath the Northern Borborema Province preserves microstructures related to different deformation episodes since at least the Neoproterozoic. In all cases, olivine CPOs points to deformation by dislocation creep with dominant activation of [100][010] slip system. However, the deformation microstructures were modified by variable degrees of annealing. The analysis of the extent of the annealing considering the equilibration temperatures allows rough ‘dating’ of the deformation episodes and relating them to the major deformation events recorded in the crust. The well-annealed olivine microstructures and pyroxene shapes in coarse-granular peridotites equilibrated at ca. 900 °C indicate that the last deformation event that affected these peridotites is several hundreds of Ma old. In contrast, the fine-porphyroclastic peridotites, which have equilibrium temperatures ≥1200 °C, have suffered a high stress deformation, which shortly predated their extraction, probably related to the dykes that fed the Cenozoic volcanism. The coarse-porphyroclastic microstructures, which are observed both in the shallow and deep lithospheric mantle are more difficult to relate to a given tectonic episode. Yet comparison between the microstructures of these peridotites and those of peridotite xenoliths from nearby Fernando de Noronha island, which sample the oceanic mantle lithosphere of an old domain of the Equatorial Atlantic, suggest that the high-temperature coarse-porphyroclastic peridotites may record deformation related to the Cretaceous extension. Multiple reactive melt percolation events, probably well spaced in time, may also be inferred based on the microstructures, modal, and mineral compositions of the xenoliths.

Comparison of the computed seismic anisotropy of the lithospheric mantle based on the xenolith data to SKS splitting in nearby RCBR station supports that the strongest contribution of the lithospheric mantle to the measured anisotropy would correspond to a frozen strike-slip fabric parallel to the major NNE-NE Neoproterozoic shear zones in the region. A shallow lithospheric mantle fabric parallel to the Neoproterozoic shear zones is also suggested by anisotropic receiver functions (Lamarque and Julià, 2019). These observations corroborate the conclusion that the shallow lithospheric mantle in the Northern Borborema province still preserves a structure acquired by coupled crust-mantle deformation during the formation of the Borborema shear zone system in the Neoproterozoic. It also suggests that Cretaceous extension, which seems to be recorded in the deeper sections of the lithosphere, did not produce pervasive reworking of the shallow lithospheric mantle, pointing to a ‘partial’ or total crust-mantle decoupling during this event. However, even if the entire lithospheric mantle has a frozen strike-slip fabric parallel to the major NNE-NE Neoproterozoic shear zones in the region, it can produce <1/3 of the measured delay time of 1.9 s in station RCBR. Thus most of the measured SKS splitting in RCBR should record flow in the sublithospheric mantle, which also has a NNE orientation, not parallel to the APM, but consistent with predictions of mantle circulation models for this region.

Finally, equilibrium temperatures and petrological compositions of the xenoliths indicate a rather hot Cenozoic geotherm, implying a ca. 80km thick lithosphere. This estimate is consistent with the melting conditions estimated for the formation of the Macau basalts (Ngonge et al., 2016b). It is also coherent with geophysical data that point to a present-day 80-km thick lithosphere (Heit et al., 2007) and hotter than average sublithospheric mantle beneath this region (French et al., 2013; Simões Neto et al., 2019).

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tecto.2019.05.017.
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